
Marseille International Holding LLP is a limited liability partnership 

company based in Kolkata, India. From the humble beginning of our 

company, we are blessed of having a team of highly enthusiastic, 

experienced employees who had worked tirelessly for the 

development of the company since its inception. 

COMPANY
PROFILE



We have associated ourselves all across the globe as proud partners with 

European manufacturers who work hand in hand and are best at their 

co-operation. The trust, reliability, and hard work of our partners helped 

us to develop a f riendly professional relationship with our overseas 

partners. We have in our credit for running our projects with countries 

like Italy, France, London, South Africa, Dubai, Bangladesh, Sri Lanka, 

Nepal, and Vietnam. Our company is primarily focused on providing 

turnkey based business solutions and also consultation services. Turnkey 

business solution refers to a product or service that is complete and 

ready to use upon delivery without any interruption. We undertake all 

necessary activities needed for the project and provide a complete 

solution to our clients so that they are ready to turn the key to start their 

business ventures. 
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SERVICES WE OFFER

Industrial
Equipment

Supplier

Security &
Surveillance

Services

Aircraft
Charter
Service

Contactless
Security
Solution



INDUSTRIAL
EQUIPMENT SUPPLIER
We work as suppliers of various industrial equipment and also provide 

consultation services. Apart f rom this, we also deal in providing high 

precision security services and automation services to several industries. 

Industrial equipment means different types of equipment or machinery 

that are required by any manufacturing industry for production 

purposes. And as an industrial equipment supplier, we concentrate on 

supplying all necessary equipment to industries like bakery, ice-cream, 

best quality packaging equipment for high capacity industries along 

with supplying industrial products to dairy industries.
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      BAKERY EQUIPMENT - We are committed to supplying world-class 

quality equipment coupled with the latest technology, best performing, 

high durability machinery to bakery industries that results in high 

productivity, at the best price.

      ICE-CREAM EQUIPMENT - We are one of the leading exporters of 

premium quality commercial ice-cream heavy machinery in India. We 

pride in supplying the latest sophisticated machinery & equipment that 

helps to undertake the production process with ease and precision.

      DAIRY EQUIPMENT - We aim at supplying high precision dairy 

equipment coupled with modern technology that maximize the 

productivity and performance benefit of the manufactures.

      PACKAGING EQUIPMENT - We are a best-in-industry supplier of 

most advanced and best-in-quality, highly durable packaging materials 

and machinery made with superior quality raw materials to high 

capacity industries. Our quality assistance & marketing expertise have 

strengthened our presence in the packaging industry.

      CONSULTATION SERVICES - As a consultant, we help other business 

firms by giving the most reliable solutions to their business problems. 

We help you to get the most out of your limited resources. We are a 

one-stop solution to scale up your business opportunities by solving all 

your business problems.
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SECURITY &
SURVEILLANCE
SERVICES  
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We have also extended our service to providing high precision security 

and surveillance solutions. Cutting edge security involves a technological 

technique that involves high-level information technology developments 

driven by Artificial Intelligence (AI) and the Internet of Things (IoT) 

technologies for providing security solutions. AI along with IoT helps to 

analyze data, can make decisions, and can act on the decision without 

involvement of humans. Nowadays, we all prioritize having some extra 

security, so investing in cutting edge security becomes beneficial 

because it reduces the risk of theft, low maintenance cost, manpower 

dependence and also results in higher accuracy. At Marseille, we offer 

turnkey security services to multi-residential and commercial buildings, 

ensuring the integrity of access control and surveillance system. Our 

comprehensive state-of-art security equipment and solution help to 

minimize the threat of assets. Our simplified monitoring techniques 

control and give oversight of an entire building.

GPS VEHICLE TRACKING SYSTEM

Marseille GPS Technologies also cater to specific industry domains. 

We ensure the best value-oriented services at a cost-effective 

approach that brings in the benefit of GPS Vehicle Tracking System 

Technologies to business. GPS Vehicle Tracking System uses Global 

Positioning System to track the vehicle's movement and also 

determines its position. Our smart tracking technology gives 

detailed reports & a clearer picture of the vehicle’s route. It also 

reduces fuel cost and leads to better deliveries due to proper 

management of vehicles. GPS Tracking improvises vehicle security 

thereby minimising chances of theft. The latest technology helps us 

to get real time vehicle information at the tip of our finger by live 

tracking, real time tracking and replay tracking of the vehicles. We 

provide you simple & effective ways to track the vehicles. Our 

extensive research & round the clock customer service helps us to 

become the fastest-growing GPS tracking company in India. We take 

care of our client’s vehicle so that they remain hassle-f ree.
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AIRCRAFT
CHARTER SERVICE
Marseille also spread its wings in the aviation industry. We arrange 

special private jet for business travelers and also air medical evacuations 

across India and also international travels. We aircraft are available for 

rent all the time and ready to fly. We ensure you that your business travel 

needs are in safe hands. Our jets are well equipped that give a luxurious 

and truly 1st class flight experience. We are committed to security, 

quality, and safety of our travellers. Along with providing aircraft charter 

services, we also deal with the sale of small business aircraft. We also 

provide you with a wide choice of small business aircraft to own f rom 

that helps you to fly anywhere anytime. We go to strenuous length to 

maximise our customers’ satisfaction. Fly anywhere at any time with 

Marseille aircraft charter services
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CONTACTLESS
SECURITY SOLUTION
Contactless security solutions are a set of services that helps to identify 

objects, access control that enhances all-round security of an 

organization.

The contactless security solution has several benefits that drive an 

organization to opt for this contactless services like - it is end to end 

contactless; it completely gives cloud-based solution. All live feed of 

surveillance area is given on a centralized server. The defaulters of a 

specific area get an email or notification & alert on a web-based 

dashboard. Also, it gives us knowledge about a particular place where 

the probability of crowd gathering is high by tagging suspected people 

and recording the distance.
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Our contactless security services include:

• Voice & Face recognition that helps in recording attendance

• Temperature recording

• Complete body scanning that replaces physical f risking

• Attendance recording and also virtual employee integration

• Thermal cameras to record temperature

• Metal detectors

These services incorporate technologies like AI-based Chat Box that 

collects symptoms and location of an individual and helps in establishing 

the correlation between symptoms and location that further helps to 

identify hotspots that strategies subsequent mitigation plan.

Our Automate Fever Screening devices can be easily set up and is user 

f riendly. It has an integrated camera setup and does not require any 

external calibration sources. It gives alert on mobile app and web 

browser. The cough and sneeze detection mechanism helps in 

identifying cases of cough and sneeze f rom the news feed, this data 

further can be used to identify suspected cases and whether there is a 

need of the sanitisation process. Thus these reports provide better 

visibility that helps to maintain hygiene to prevent spread of the COVID 

viruses.

Our Computer vision solutions ensures proper maintenance of social 

distancing by leveraging the video feed coming f rom surveillance 

cameras and monitors the social distance made by people. If anyone 

closes the gap, an alert is sent to the concerned authorities. The 

Computer Vision solution also helps to identify the medical staffs who do 

not wear PPE and thereby sends alert to the concerned authorities. Thus 

the safety of the medical staffs can be taken care off in this manner.

The pedestrian walkthrough zone is completely operator f ree, it sends 

alarm notification via mobile app and also integrates security and video 

management systems. The Drone-based surveillance in hotspot areas 

identifies gathering of people in groups, ensures social distancing along 

with fever screening and cough detection.
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The non-contact attendance through face recognition can be beneficial 

for any organization as it automatically records attendance through 

facial recognition technology. And it even does not require internet. It 

only requires a smartphone or laptop-based recognition. It even gives 

real-time alerts.

WHY CHOOSE US
Our innovation and flexibility enables us to respond to 

the changing needs of our business clients and also to 

provide optimum performance benefit to our 

customers. Be it business to business or business to 

individual, we are always ready to serve them best 

quality with the best price at the right time. What 

makes us different is that we never compromise on 

quality services and this is what makes us special. Our 

team of highly experienced employees work in unison 

to provide the most reliable & quick services, which in 

turn earned us reputation and helped us to make a 

mark in your hearts within such a shorter time f rame. 

Our hard work pays off when our clients keep returning 

for more services owing to their satisfaction f rom our 

services as we keep adding value to their business. We 

prioritize serving the most reliable and best services at 

the most flexible price.
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ASO-111, 1st Floor, Astra Tower, Plot No-2C/1,

Action Area 2C, New Town, Rajarhat,

Kolkata - 700 156, India

+91 8470 043 448
+91 8347 356 452
+91 7711 035 353

info@marseilleholding.com

www.marseilleholding.com

TECHNOLOGY
PARTNERS


